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Abstract

Traditionally, in the field of computer graphics, three-dimensional objects and scenes have
been represented by geometric models. Image-based rendering is a powerful new
approach to computer graphics in which two-dimensional images, rather than three-
dimensional models, act as the underlying scene representation.

Warping is an image-based rendering method in which the points in a reference image are
mapped to their corresponding locations in a desired image. Inverse warping is a display-
driven approach to warping. An inverse warping algorithm first constructs a continuous
representation of a reference image. Then, it maps reference-image points to desired-
image points by sampling the continuous reference image with rays sent out from the
desired image.

Inverse warping has major advantages over forward warping methods in image recon
struction and warping from multiple reference images, but implementations of the algo
rithm have proved to be very slow. This paper presents two optimizations for inverse
warping -- a hierarchical implementation and an improved clipping method -- that
improve inverse warping’s performance dramatically.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Image-based Rendering
Traditionally, in the field of computer graphics, three-dimensional objects and scenes have

been represented by geometric models. Popular rendering algorithms, such as ray-tracing

and z-buffer scan conversion, take as input a geometric model of a scene, along with spec-

ifications of a camera and its position, and produce a two-dimensional picture of the scene.

Image-based rendering is a powerful new approach to computer graphics in which

two-dimensional images, rather than three-dimensional models, act as the underlying

scene representation. Image-based rendering algorithms take a set of images (either com-

puter-generated or photographic) as their input, along with the camera positions that pro-

duced them. Then, given a camera position, they produce a picture of the scene.

In recent years, interest in image-based rendering systems has grown significantly due

to several notable advantages they have over model-based systems. Model-based systems

strive to render images with realism equal to that of a photograph, but building realistic

geometric models of scenes is time-consuming and difficult. Image-based rendering algo-

rithms, on the other hand, can use photographs as their input. Photographs are much easier

to acquire than geometric models, and systems that use photographs as their input, need-

less to say, have inherent advantages towards creating photorealistic output.

In addition, the performance of model-based systems is dependent on the model’s

complexity. As a result, as the models become increasingly realistic and therefore increas-

ingly complex, the rendering times for model-based systems get longer. The performance

of image-based systems, however, depends only on the number and size of the images rep-

resenting the scene -- the rendering times are independent of scene complexity.
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1.2 Previous Work
Here, I describe many of the existing image-based rendering systems, and categorize them

based on their general approach.

1.2.1 Querying a Database of Reference Images
One of the earliest image-based rendering systems is the Movie-Map system by Lippman

[5]. A movie-map is a database of possible views in which thousands of reference images

are stored on interactive video laser disks. The system accesses the image whose view-

point is most similar to that of the user. The system can also handle simple panning, tilt-

ing, and zooming about the viewpoint. But the space of all possible desired images is

much too large even for today’s high-capacity storage media.

Regan and Pose [8] and the QuickTimeVR [2] system both also construct a database of

possible views. In the case of Regan and Pose, their hybrid system renders panoramic ref-

erence images with a model-based rendering system, while interactive rendering is done

through image-based methods. In the case of QuicktimeVR, the underlying scene is repre-

sented by a database of cylindrical reference images.

These two systems have several key similarities. As with movie-maps, at any point in

either of these systems, the user interacts with a single reference image -- the one whose

viewpoint it closest to the user’s current viewpoint. Both systems provide panoramic

views, which immerse the user in the environment and eliminate the need to consider

viewing angle when choosing the closest viewpoint. And lastly, both systems generate

desired views considering all points in the image to be infinitely far from the observer, and

as a result they lose both kinetic and stereoscopic depth effects.

1.2.2 Querying a Database of Rays
Both lightfield rendering [4] and the lumigraph [3] construct a database of rays from

their set of reference images. They ignore occlusion, and are therefore able to specify rays
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with four parameters rather than the usual five (a three-dimensional coordinate for the

ray’s origin and two-angles to specify its direction).

In the light-field, the reference images are acquired by scanning a camera along a

plane using a motion platform, and then used to construct the database of visible rays,

where in the lumigraph, the database is constructed from arbitrary camera poses. After

constructing the database, both synthesize the desired view by extracting a two-dimen-

sional slice from the four-dimensional function.

1.2.3 Interpolating Between Reference Images
Image morphing generally occurs between two reference images. The images are con-

sidered to be endpoints along some path in time or space. Image morphing linearly

approximates flow fields and then produces an arbitrary image along this path using flow

fields, usually crafted by an animator.

Chen and William’s view interpolation [1] employs several reference images. The

method also requires either depth information for reference images or correspondences

between the images to reconstruct desired views. As in image morphing, view interpola-

tion uses linear flow fields between corresponding points to do reconstruction.

1.2.4 Warping
McMillan and Bishop [6] present a different interpolation approach called plenoptic

modeling. Plenoptic modeling, instead of interpolating between reference images, warps

reference images to the desired image. Warping is the mapping of points in a reference

image to points in a desired image, and like view interpolation, requires either depth infor-

mation for reference images or correspondences between the images to reconstruct desired

views.

In plenoptic modeling, the reference images are cylidrical, and they are mapped to

desired views with a warping equation. In his Ph. D. thesis [7], McMillan further explores
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warping and generalizes that warping equation for many surfaces and camera types. This

thesis is entirely based on McMillan’s research on warping.

1.3 Thesis Contribution
McMillan describes a display-driven approach to warping calledinverse warping. Inverse

warping first constructs a continuous representation of a reference image. Then, it maps

reference-image points to desired-image points by sampling the continuous reference

image with rays sent out from the desired image.

Inverse warping has major advantages over forward warping methods in image recon-

struction and warping from multiple reference images, but implementations of the algo-

rithm have proved to be very slow. This paper presents two optimizations for inverse

warping that improve inverse warping’s performance dramatically: a hierarchical imple-

mentation and an improved clipping method.
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Chapter 2

Deriving a Plane-to-Plane Warping Equation
A warping equation describes the mathematical relation between a point in a reference

image and its corresponding point in the desired image. McMillan first derives a warping

equation that maps points between planar images. Then, he generalizes the equation to

arbitrary viewing surfaces. The inverse warping algorithm explored here is based on the

plane-to-plane warping equation he derives.

2.1 The General Planar-pinhole Camera Model
The plane-to-plane warping equation assumes ageneral planar-pinhole camera model. In

this model, a camera is represented by a center of projection and an image plane. The cen-

ter of projection is the single point in space, and the image plane is a bounded rectangular

surface. The camera sees rays that pass through the center of projection and that are con-

tained within the solid angle defined by the image plane.

The general planar-pinhole model is idealized, and therefore not as realistic as other

models, but it is commonly used throughout computer graphics and computer vision, and

used in the derivation of the plane-to-plane warping equation, for the mathematical sim-

plicity it provides.

2.2 Image-space Points to Euclidean-space Rays
Each point in an image actually represents a three-dimensional ray that starts at the

image’s center of projection, passes through that point, and intersects an object in the

scene. In order to establish a mathematical relation between points in two images, one

must be able to convert the points to their corresponding rays. This can be accomplished

usingprojective geometry.
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In projective geometry, each image has it’s own three-dimensional space calledprojec-

tive space. Projective space acts as an intermediate when mapping points between the two-

dimensional image plane, known asimage space, and three-dimensionalEuclidean space.

An image’s projective space is defined by an origin at the its center of projection and

three vectors: , , and . is the vector from the center of projection to the image’s

origin. is the vector from the pixel at the image plane’s origin to its horizontally-adja-

cent pixel. is the vector from the pixel at the image plane’s origin to its vertically-adja-

cent pixel.

image plane

center of projection

Figure 2.1: The basis vectors of an image’s projective space

The mapping of image-space points to Euclidean-space rays has two steps: a mapping

from image space to projective space and a mapping from projective space to Euclidean

space. The first step is simple -- a point in image space, denoted by a coordinate pair (u,v),

mapped to projective space becomes the vector .

dU dV O O

dU

dV

dU dV

O

u

v

1
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Equation 2.1: Mapping from image space to projective space

(The third entry in the vector is calledw, but for all points in the image plane,w=1.

This will be explained in greater detail below.)

The second step, the mapping from projective space to Euclidean space, is only

slightly more complex. The protective-space vector  is mapped using a 3x3 projection

matrix P, whose columns are, from left to right, the projective-space basis vectors, ,

, and . The result is a Euclidean-space vector from the image’s center of projection

to the image-space point or, in other words, a vector representing the direction of that

point’s corresponding ray.

Equation 2.2: Mapping from projective space to Euclidean space

2.3 Euclidean-space Rays to Image-space Points
As you might expect, the mapping of Euclidean-space rays to image-space points, being

the inverse of the above mapping, has the following two steps: a mapping from Euclidean

space to projective space and a mapping from projective space to image space. The first

step is just as simple as its inverse -- Euclidean-spaces rays are mapped to projective-space

vectors usingP-1.

u v,( )
u

v

1

⇒

x

dU

dV O

Px dU dV O

u

v

1

u dU⋅ v dV⋅ O+ += =
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But the second step is not quite as simple. After the first step is done, the resulting pro-

jective-space vector  may have aw that does not equal 1. In order to describe how to

handle this, I must first explain whatw represents.

The quantityw is the factor by which the vector  is scaled when mapping points in

projective space to rays in Euclidean-space. Therefore, whenw=1, the vector  places the

point in the image-plane, and vectors  and , which are parallel to the image plane,

merely move the point within that plane no matter the values ofu and v. Similarly, points

with w=2 lie in a plane parallel to the image plane, but twice as far from the image’s center

of projection. Points with a negative w lie in parallel planes on the opposite side of the

center of projection. Here, the valuew is pictured in two-dimensions.

w = 2

w = 1

w = 0

w = -1

Figure 2.2: The quantityw

When three-dimensional Euclidean-space rays are mapped to projective-space points,

using the matrixP-1, if the point does not lie in the image plane,w will not equal 1. In this

case, the point is projected onto the image plane by scaling the point by 1/w.

Equation 2.3: Mapping from projective space to image space

u

v

w

O

O

dU dV

u

v

w

u
w
---- v

w
----, 

 ⇒
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It is important to understand that this last step is not a one-to-one mapping -- any two

vectors that are scalar multiples of each other map to the same point. As a result, the map-

ping of Euclidean-space rays to image-space point is not a one-to-one mapping either.

Rays that point in the same direction but have different magnitudes, map to the same point

in image-space.

2.4 The Derivation
Given the matricesP andP-1, the derivation of a plane-to-plane warping equation is rather

straight-forward. Here’s a picture of the geometric relationship between a ray in a refer-

ence image and the corresponding ray in the desired image.

Reference Desired

Figure 2.3: Corresponding points in a reference and a desired image

The goal of this derivation is to find a function whose input is and whose output is

.  and  are the centers of projection. is the point at which both rays hit a scene

object. The intensity at the reference image point, is the intensity of the scene object at

point .

Ẋ

xd

xr

Ċr Cd

xr

xd Ċr Ċc Ẋ

xr

Ẋ
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For simplicity, view the previous figure in the plane containing, , and .

Figure 2.4: Corresponding points in a reference and a desired image

Redraw the picture in terms of Euclidean-space rays.

depthr depthd

Figure 2.5: Corresponding points as Euclidean-space rays

Scale the vectors  and , to form a triangle of three vectors.

Figure 2.6: A triangle of three Euclidean vectors

Ẋ Ċr Ċd

Ẋ

xr xd

Ċr Ċd

Pr xr Pdxd

Ċr Cd
˙–( )

Pr xr Pdxd

depthr

Pr xr
-----------------

 
 
 

Pr xr

depthd

Pdxd
-----------------

 
 
 

Pdxd

Ċr Cd
˙–( )
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This last figure depicts the following mathematical relation.

Equation 2.4: Mathematical relation between corresponding rays in two images

Multiply through by . This step puts the plane-to-plane warping equation in its

most common form.

Multiply through byPd
-1, converting the Euclidean-space vectors to vectors in the pro-

jective space of the desired image.

When  is projected onto the image plane, it will be scaled such thatw=1. Therefore,

multiplication by a scalar has no effect -- the scalar can be dropped.

The remaining quantity  is the generalized disparity for the point ,

expressed as . Warping requires that this value be known for all points in the refer-

depthd

Pdxd
-----------------

 
 
 

Pdxd⋅ Cr
˙ Ċd–( )

depthr

Pr xr
-----------------

 
 
 

Pr xr⋅+=

Pr xr
depthr
-----------------

depthd Pr xr⋅
depthr Pdxd⋅
-------------------------------------

 
 
 

Pdxd⋅
Pr xr

depthr
-----------------

 
 
 

Cr
˙ Ċd–( )⋅ Pr xr+=

depthd Pr xr⋅
depthr Pdxd⋅
-------------------------------------

 
 
 

xd⋅
Pr xr

depthr
-----------------

 
 
 

Pd
1– Cr

˙ Ċd–( )⋅ Pd
1– Pr xr+=

xd

xd

Pr xr

depthr
-----------------

 
 
 

Pd
1– Cr

˙ Ċd–( )⋅ Pd
1– Pr xr+=

Pr xr
depthr
----------------- xr

δ xr( )
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ence image. In the case of computer-generated images, a ray-tracer can clearly be modi-

fied to supply the disparity information. In the case of photographs, it can be determined

from a set of correspondences between two reference images. This final replacement gives

us the plane-to-plane warping equation.

Equation 2.5: The plane-to-plane warping equation

2.5 Generalized Disparity
Understanding generalized disparity is vital to understanding inverse warping and the

optimizations I present. This section provides greater insight into the nature of generalized

disparity.

There are two important attributes of disparity. First, it is inversely proportional to

depth. Therefore, points that are infinitely far away have a disparity of 0, and a point

located at the center of projection has infinite disparity. Second, disparity equals 1/w.

Though this may not seem obvious at first, consider that a point in projective-space

 is projected onto the image plane by scaling it by 1/w. The same scaling could be

done by, first, scaling the point by 1/depth so that it is a distance of 1 from the center of

projection, and then scaling it by  in order to move it back out to the image plane.

Therefore:

Equation 2.6: Generalized disparity

From this relation, one can also see that  at the image plane.

xd δ xr( )Pd
1– Cr

˙ Ċd–( ) Pd
1– Pr xr+=

x
u

v

w

=

Px

1
w
---- Px

depth
-------------- δ x( )= =

δ x( ) 1=
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Chapter 3

Inverse Warping
There are two approaches to mapping points from one image plane to another: forward

warping and inverse warping. While the two algorithms are significantly different, it is

useful to think of inverse warping in terms of how it adddresses the problems of forward

warping. Consequently, I begin this chapter with a brief description of forward warping.

Then I introduce inverse warping and explain how the problems in forward warping are

addressed.

3.1 Forward Warping
Forward warping uses the plane-to-plane warping equation to map all the pixels in a refer-

ence image to their corresponding locations in the desired image. The primary advantage

of forward warping is its speed. The algorithm’s complexity is , wheren is the

pixel-width of the reference image. A forward warping algorithm can operate several

times a second -- at nearly real-time rates.

However, the algorithm has several problems. First, the warping equation assumes that

both the desired and reference images are continuous, when images are typically repre-

sented by a two-dimensional array of discrete samples. So, while a forward warper can

apply the warping equation directly to the discrete samples of the reference image, it is

unlikely that any sample will map directly onto a sampling point in the desired image.

Second, the warping equation maps points between images, when the discrete samples

in images actually represent small areas. Two image reconstruction problems stem from

this fact. First, the warping equation always maps a pixel in the reference image to only

one pixel in the desired image when it might actually correspond to multiple desired

image pixels. If a forward warper does not account for this, those pixels will remain

Θ n2( )
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empty. In the opposite case, when the warping equation maps multiple pixels in the refer-

ence image to one pixel in the desired image, the warper has to be able to resolve the mul-

tiple values into one. In other words, the warper must know how to reconstruct the desired

image from particularly sparse or dense samples.

The third problem arises when trying to forward warp with multiple reference images.

After one reference image has been warped to the desired image, there are almost always

pixels in the desired image that the warp was not able to fill. Warps of other reference

images might fill in the missing pixels, but there is no way to determine which pixels in

another reference image will map to the empty pixels without warping the entire image.

As a result, redundant warping is inevitable when warping from multiple reference

images.

3.2 Inverse Warping
McMillan describes a inverse-mapped approach to warping called inverse warping. At a

conceptual level, the inverse warping approach has two parts: First, the warper constructs

a continuous representation of the reference image. Then, it samples the continuous image

with rays sent out from the desired image.

The key to inverse warping is that it’s display-driven -- meaning that the algorithm

traverses pixels in the desired image, unlike forward warping which runs through the pix-

els in the reference image. In many ways, inverse warping is the image-based rendering

analog to ray-tracing, the popular display-driven approach to model-based graphics. Both

algorithms sample the scene with rays sent out from the desired image.

Inverse warping solves all the problems of forward warping described above, and it is

able to do so primarily because it is display-driven. For instance, the first problem of for-

ward warping is that reference image samples will almost never map directly onto desired
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image pixels. But, after constructing a continuous representation of the reference image,

an inverse warper, being display-driven, can sample points in that image that correspond

exactly to pixels in the desired image.

Also, forward warping has reconstruction problems if the reference image samples,

after being mapped, are particularly sparse or dense in the desired image. Inverse warping,

however, avoids these reconstruction problems by sampling from within the desired image

and, therefore, guaranteeing that the samples are uniform.

Lastly, inverse warping has major advantages over forward warping when warping

from multiple reference images. After one image has been warped, an inverse warper,

being display-driven, can warp another reference image for only the pixels that are still

missing. In fact, an inverse warper can fill in each desired image pixel from a different ref-

erence image.
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Chapter 4

A Straight-forward Implementation
The key to implementing an inverse warper is doing the computations in the image space

of the reference image. This simplifies the computations enormously. In this chapter, I

describe an inverse warper I implemented using this idea. In implementing this warper, my

priorities were correctness and simplicity -- efficiency was a secondary concern.

4.1 Constructing a Continuous Representation of the Reference Image
with Bilinear Interpolation
Images are typically represented by a two-dimensional array of discrete intensities -- each

intensity composed of three scalar values: red, green, and blue. In a reference image, a

fourth scalar value, generalized disparity, is stored at each pixel as well.

In order to construct a continuous representation of themxn reference image, I con-

struct an(m-1)x(n-1) array ofpatches -- each patch a square of four neighboring pixels. At

each patch, I calculate a bilinear interpolation of each of the four scalar values stored in

the pixels, so that they are now continuously represented over the patch. The two-dimen-

sional array of these bilinear patches is a continuous representation of the reference image.

4.2 Sampling the Reference Image using the Epipolar Line
Each pixel in the desired image maps to a three-dimensional ray. The projection of this ray

onto the reference image results in a line. That line is called theepipolar line.

Desired Image Reference Image

(u,v)

epipolar line

Figure 4.1: Projection of a desired-image ray onto a reference image
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The point that corresponds to the desired-image pixel must lie somewhere along the

epipolar line. The inverse warper traverses the line in search of the corresponding point. If

it finds it, the warper uses the intensity at that point to fill in the desired-image pixel.

4.2.1 Calculating the Epipolar Line
The simplest way to calculate the epipolar line is by using the plane-to-plane warping

equation to compute its endpoints. First, the subscripts are switched, since I’m mapping a

desired image pixel to the reference image.

Equation 4.1: The warping equation for desired-to-reference warps

Realize that the generalized disparity values for the desired image are not known. Oth-

erwise, one could map each desired point to its corresponding point in the reference image

and sample that point. Instead, the inverse warper maps each desired image point to an

epipolar line. In fact, an epipolar line is the solution to the warping equation over the range

of possible disparity values, 0 to , for a point in the desired image, .

The endpoints of the epipolar line are the projections of the endpoints of the desired-

image ray. Since the beginning of the ray is the center of projection of the desired image,

where , the starting point of the epipolar line can be found by solving the

warping equation at this disparity value. An infinite disparity means that the first term will

overwhelm the second. (Remember that projective points are independent of scale.) The

starting point of the epipolar line is called theepipole, and I will refer to it as .

Equation 4.2: The starting point of epipolar line segment

xr δ xd( )Pr
1– Cd

˙ Ċr–( ) Pr
1– Pdxd+=

∞ xd

δ xd( ) ∞=

xepi

xepi Pr
1– Ċd Ċr–( )=
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Similarly, the end of the ray is infinitely far away, where . Solving the

warping equation at this disparity value gives you the epipolar line’s ending point. I will

call this point theinfinity point, and refer to it as .

Equation 4.3: The ending point of epipolar line segment

The two points are pictured here:

Desired Image Reference Image

(u,v)

Figure 4.2: Endpoints of epipolar line

4.2.2 Clipping the Epipolar Line
The figure above is a bit misleading. The epipole and infinity point often lie outside the

bounds of the reference image. Segments of the epipolar line that lie outside the reference

image are of no use. Therefore, the warper clips those segments away.

4.2.3 Expected Disparity
Each point on the epipolar line corresponds to a point along the desired-image ray.

Though the disparity for the ray is not know, any point along the ray has disparities in

terms of the desired image and the reference image. The point’s reference-image disparity

is known as itsexpected disparity. The quantity can be calculated easily. For instance, if

the point maps to the reference image’s projective space as the vector , then it’s

expected disparity is 1/w.

δ xd( ) 0=

xinf

xinf Pr
1– Pdxd=

xepi

xinf

u

v

w
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While clipping the epipolar line, the warper parameterizes the line’s expected dispar-

ity. Conveniently, expected disparity is linear along the line and can be parameterized in

terms of a single variable.

4.2.4 Searching the Epipolar Line for a Disparity Match
The reference image point corresponding to the desired image pixel is the point on the

epipolar line, closest to the epipole, who’s expected disparity equals its continuous refer-

ence image disparity. To find that point, the warper searches the epipolar line, starting at

the epipole and moving, one patch at a time, towards the infinity point.

At each patch, the warper tests for a match between the expected disparity and the ref-

erence-image disparity. This test is analogous to testing for an intersection between the ray

and a small surface in Euclidean-space. If the warper finds an intersection, it fills the

desired-pixel with the intensity at that point. If not, it continues on to the next pixel. If no

intersections are found, the pixel remains empty.

4.3 The Algorithm
More concisely, the algorithm is as follows:

1) construct the array of bilinear patches
2) for each pixel in the desired image --
3) calculate the epipolar line
4) clip the line
5) parameterize the expected disparities along the line
6) for each patch along the epipolar line --
7) test for a disparity match
8) if the patch contains a disparity match
9) fill the desired-image pixel with the intensity at the matching point
10) exit for
11) end for
12) end for

The running time of the algorithm is . The construction of the array of bilinear

patches can be done ahead of time, so it does not contribute to the running time.

Θ n2( )

Θ n( )

Θ n3( )
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(Note: In the above analysis, I assume that the reference image and desired image are

similarly sized, so I can usen to represent the pixel-width of either image. The same

assumption is made below in the comparison with forward warping.)

4.4 Performance
This implementation of inverse warping is slow -- significantly slower that forward

warping. Running this straight-forward implementation on a data set of 30 warps between

320x320 images, I found it’s average warping time to be 15.322 seconds. Forward warpers

warp in less than a second.

The poor performance of this implementation is likely due to its complexity -- it runs

in  time, while forward warping runs in  time. In addition, this implementa-

tion includes a great deal of computation (clipping the epipolar line, testing for disparity

matches, etc.).

Improving the performance of inverse warping is the impetus for this thesis.

Θ n
3( ) Θ n

2( )
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Chapter 5

Optimizations
Inverse warping has several potential advantages, but its disadvantage is its computational

complexity. In this chapter, I present two major optimizations to the straight-forward

implementation of inverse warping presented in Chapter 4. With them, I aim to improve

the algorithm’s performance to the point where it’s advantages make the performance

trade-off worthwhile.

5.1 A Hierarchical Implementation
The straight-forward implementation of inverse warping walks the epipolar line one patch

at a time. This method of traversal is inefficient. The epipolar line often has long segments

whose range of expected disparities is disjoint from the range of disparities found along

the patches intersected by that segment. Disparity matches cannot occur along these seg-

ments. My first optimization alters the inverse warper so that it traverses the line hierarchi-

cally and excludes these segments to great effect.

5.1.1 The Quadtree Data Structure
The hierarchical inverse warper relies on a quadtree data structure. The quadtree is

constructed as follows: We start by constructing the bottom level of the structure.The bot-

tom level is an array of the patches in the reference view. Each patch contains two values:

the minimum and maximum disparity of the four pixels contained within the patch.

The level above it is another array of patches, half as wide and half as long as the one

below it. Each patch represents four neighboring patches in the level below it, and two val-

ues are stored in each patch: the maximum and minimum disparity of the four lower-level

patches contained within that patch.
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The remaining levels are constructed in the same way until, at the top level, there is a

single patch representing the entire image. Therefore, if the image isnxn, there should be

levels in the structure.

Figure 5.1: A three-level quadtree

The purpose of this quadtree is to allow the algorithm to skip over sections of the line

where there cannot possibly be a disparity match. At any level of the quadtree, if the dis-

parity range of a patch is disjoint from the range of disparities over the segment of the epi-

polar line contained within that patch, then there cannot be a disparity match within it.

5.1.2 The Algorithm
As in the non-hierarchical version of the inverse warper, traversal proceeds from epi-

pole to infinity point. The algorithm starts at the top level of the data structure (one patch),

and follows the following rules:

• At each patch, determine whether a disparity match is possible within the patch.
• If a disparity match is possible, drop down to the next level of the quadtree and exam-

ine its four sub-patches.
• If a disparity match is not possible, skip over the patch.
• If at the bottom level of the hierarchy, test for a disparity match in the patch. If one is

found, fill in the disparity-image pixel with the intensity at the matching point. If no match
is found, skip over the patch.

The worse case running time of the algorithm is still . It occurs when the algo-

rithm is forced to visit the bottom level of the quadtree for every patch, but finds no

matches.

Θ nlog( )

Θ n3( )
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What the hierarchical implementation does is reduce the average-case running time of

the algorithm. The algorithm still iterates over pixels, but the line traversal now has

an average complexity of . Thus, the algorithm’s running time is still , but

now it has an average-case running time of .

5.2 Disparity Clipping
After the epipolar line has been clipped to the reference image, there are often segments at

one or both ends of the line that have expected disparities outside the range of disparities

in the entire reference image. No disparity match can occur on these segments of the line,

so they can be clipped away. The new endpoints of the line will be the points whose

expected disparity equals the minimum and maximum disparity of the reference image.

This additional clipping can help performance in that there is less of a line to traverse.

Here, picture is two dimensions, is the line clipped to the reference image, then clipped

between the minimum and maximum disparity of the reference image:

reference desired reference desired

Figure 5.2: An epipolar line clipped without (left) and with (right) disparity clipping

Θ n2( )

Θ nlog( ) Θ n3( )

Θ n
2

nlog( )

δMIN

δMAX
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Chapter 6

Results
At the end of this chapter, I include tables detailing the effects of my optimizations. The

first four tables consist of running times for four versions of the warper: the straight-for-

ward implementation, a hierarchical implementation, one that clips by disparity, and one

that combines both optimizations. Each version of the warper is run on a data set of 30

warps between 320x320 images. For each warp, I not only include a running time, but the

time spent in performing the three most time-consuming tasks in the algorithm: traversing

the epipolar line, testing for disparity matches, and clipping the epipolar line. The fifth

table compares the lengths of epipolar lines before and after I implement disparity clip-

ping.

Here’s a table summarizing that average running times and epipolar line lengths of the

four implementations:

6.1 Straight-forward Implementation
The 30 warps done with the straight-forward implementation have an average running

time of 15.332 seconds. The bulk of the time, 55%, is spent traversing the epipolar line

because this version walks the line one patch at a time and maintains 12 variables while

doing so.

Implementation

Length
of

Epipolar
 Line

Travers-
ing the

Epipolar
 Line

Testing
for

Disparity
 Matches

Clipping
 the

Epipolar
 Line

Total
Running

Time

Straight-forward 239.026 8.45 6.57 0.26 15.322

Hierarchical 239.026 1.65 0.07 0.26 2.021

Disparity Clipping 153.612 5.05 7.67 0.29 13.043

Both Optimizations 153.612 1.55 0.07 0.22 1.856

Table 6.1: Summary of average running times and epipolar line lengths
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Tests for disparity matches, at 43%, take up nearly as much time as line traversal, due

to the fact that a test is done at every patch in the traversal. The clipping of the epipolar

line is almost negligible in this version, accounting for only 1.7% of the total running time.

6.2 Hierarchical Implementation
The hierarchical implementation provides an enormous performance improvement, reduc-

ing the average running time to 2.021 seconds -- 87% less time than the straight-forward

implementation. As expected, much of the 13.3 second improvement is due to the opti-

mized traversal of the line -- 6.8 seconds. But nearly all 6.57 seconds of disparity tests are

eliminated as well, since the hierarchical algorithm only performs disparity tests when it

reaches the bottom level of the quadtree. The time spent clipping the epipolar line remains

the same, but it accounts for 12.86% of the algorithm’s running time.

6.3 Disparity Clipping
Clipping the epipolar line between minimum and maximum disparity reduces the length

of the epipolar line by 35%. Notice, in Table 6.6, that the disparity clipping shortened the

epipolar line in every warp. As expected, the shortened line reduced the time spent on line

traversal while adding a small amount of time to clipping. The average running time was

15% less than that of the straight-forward implementation.

6.4 Both Optimizations
Given that disparity clipping reduces average running time of the straight-forward imple-

mentation by 15%, one might expect that it would reduce the running time of the hierar-

chical by the same percentage -- to roughly 1.7 seconds. But, the disparity clipping cuts

out parts of the line that tend to be skipped by the hierarchical traversal rather high in the

quadtree anyway. As a result, the running time when combining the two optimizations is

only reduced to 1.856 seconds, giving an overall reduction of 88%.
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6.5 Tables of Results

Table 6.2: Running times for straight-forward implementation

Traversing
the Epipolar

Line

Testing for
Disparity
Matches

Clipping the
Epipolar

Line

Total
Running

Time

1 7.39 5.52 0.27 13.215

2 9.27 4.51 0.30 14.109

3 8.16 7.38 0.29 15.860

4 5.14 4.89 0.24 10.307

5 3.16 3.05 0.23 6.475

6 7.33 5.57 0.28 13.223

7 9.28 4.66 0.31 14.288

8 8.62 6.54 0.28 15.473

9 4.64 4.57 0.23 9.475

10 6.61 4.28 0.26 11.192

11 7.55 3.86 0.27 11.715

12 7.61 3.95 0.26 11.862

13 7.92 6.64 0.28 14.879

14 3.46 3.28 0.18 6.944

15 4.10 3.20 0.25 7.595

16 12.15 9.30 0.28 21.769

17 9.15 6.93 0.28 16.395

18 14.37 10.70 0.28 25.382

19 6.37 5.54 0.25 12.194

20 4.83 3.74 0.21 8.805

21 13.85 11.38 0.29 25.550

22 16.45 14.31 0.29 31.088

23 10.69 10.67 0.28 21.688

24 13.39 10.51 0.29  24.224

25 11.27 10.49 0.28 22.076

26 3.65 3.34 0.24 7.268

27 5.14 3.96 0.24 9.378

28 5.04 3.93 0.25 9.255

29 18.33 12.95 0.28 31.592

30 8.72 7.43 0.22 16.407

Average 8.45 6.57 0.26 15.322

Percentage 55.15% 42.88% 1.70%
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Table 6.3: Running times for hierarchical implementation

Traversing
the Epipolar

Line

Testing for
Disparity
Matches

Clipping the
Epipolar

Line

Total
Running

Time

1 1.72 0.08 0.27 2.112

2 1.99 0.09 0.30 2.418

3 1.56 0.07 0.29 1.958

4 1.21 0.05 0.24 1.538

5 1.14 0.06 0.23 1.462

6 1.73 0.09 0.28 2.135

7 2.07 0.10 0.31 2.521

8 2.19 0.09 0.28 2.595

9 1.12 0.05 0.23 1.435

10 1.48 0.07 0.26 1.851

11 1.86 0.09 0.27 2.250

12 1.80 0.08 0.26 2.186

13 2.08 0.09 0.28 2.493

14 1.15 0.06 0.18 1.418

15 1.39 0.07 0.25 1.746

16 2.20 0.09 0.28 2.606

17 2.71 0.09 0.28 3.115

18 2.79 0.12 0.28 3.221

19 1.40 0.05 0.25 1.736

20 0.61 0.03 0.21 0.871

21 2.02 0.10 0.29 2.439

22 1.98 0.09 0.29 2.404

23 2.22 0.10 0.28 2.648

24 1.78 0.08 0.29 2.178

25 1.32 0.06 0.28 1.689

26 1.11 0.05 0.24 1.438

27 1.14 0.06 0.24 1.478

28 1.30 0.07 0.25 1.654

29 1.48 0.05 0.28 1.845

30 0.91 0.04 0.22 1.201

Average 1.65 0.07 0.26 2.021

Percentage 81.64% 3.46% 12.86%
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Table 6.4: Running times with disparity clipping

Traversing
the Epipolar

Line

Testing for
Disparity
Matches

Clipping the
Epipolar

Line

Total
Running

Time

1 3.55 5.52 0.30 9.396

2 2.99 4.51  0.33 7.875

3  5.36 8.16  0.31 13.871

4  3.53 5.14 0.25  8.958

5  1.70  2.57 0.25 4.561

6  3.51 5.57 0.31 9.430

7 3.04 4.66 0.35 8.083

8 5.77 8.62 0.32 14.747

9 3.09 4.64 0.25 8.014

10 4.17 6.61 0.31 11.126

11  2.49 3.82 0.30 6.650

12 2.55 3.92 0.29 6.801

13 5.11 7.92  0.32 13.384

14 2.18 3.26 0.21 5.686

15 2.57 4.02 0.29 6.922

16 7.90 12.15 0.33 20.418

17 6.18 9.15 0.32 15.686

18 9.53 14.37 0.32 24.263

19 4.28 6.37 0.25 10.929

20 2.41 3.74 0.14 6.318

21  9.08 13.61 0.29 23.025

22 10.77 16.45 0.29 27.540

23 7.09 10.65 0.32 18.101

24 8.63 13.34 0.33 22.332

25 7.64 11.27 0.30 19.243

26 2.01 3.04 0.27 5.353

27 3.29 5.08  0.28 8.686

28 3.13 4.77 0.29 8.220

29 12.08 18.33 0.32 30.773

30 5.90  8.72 0.25 14.899

Average 5.05 7.67 0.29 13.043

Percentage 38.72% 58.81% 2.22%
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Table 6.5: Running times with both optimizations

Traversing
the Epipolar

Line

Testing for
Disparity
Matches

Clipping the
Epipolar

Line

Total
Running

Time

1 1.57 0.08 0.22 1.910

2 1.75 0.09 0.24 2.116

3 1.49 0.07 0.23 1.834

4 1.18 0.05 0.20 1.470

5 1.07 0.06 0.20 1.359

6 1.58 0.09 0.23 1.931

7 1.82 0.10  0.25 2.211

8 2.11 0.09 0.22 2.460

9 1.07 0.05 0.21 1.365

10 1.43 0.07 0.24 1.779

11 1.65 0.09 0.22 1.994

12 1.61 0.08 0.22 1.940

13 2.00 0.09 0.23 2.362

14 1.10 0.06 0.16 1.350

15 1.32 0.07 0.23 1.665

16 2.10 0.09 0.23 2.459

17 2.62 0.09 0.22 2.966

18 2.67 0.12 0.23 3.050

19 1.35 0.05 0.19 1.630

20 0.58 0.03 0.11 0.741

21 1.96 0.10 0.22 2.313

22 1.92 0.09 0.21 2.262

23 2.04 0.10 0.23 2.416

24 1.70 0.08 0.23  2.052

25 1.24 0.06 0.23 1.556

26 1.03 0.05 0.22 1.336

27 1.10 0.06 0.22 1.419

28 1.24 0.07 0.23 1.578

29 1.41 0.05 0.23 1.724

30 0.87 0.04 0.21 1.154

Average 1.55 0.07 0.22 1.856

Percentage 83.7%  3.9% 11.7%
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Table 6.6: Lengths of epipolar lines with and without disparity clipping

Length of
Epipolar Line

w/out Disparity
Clipping

Length of
Epipolar Line
with Disparity

Clipping

1 277.088 111.788

2 253.818 72.837

3 280.487 213.418

4 193.570 110.167

5 113.790 46.387

6 276.761 161.244

7 253.777 107.633

8 269.743 236.656

9 188.752 145.654

10 206.884 203.433

11 219.480 72.098

12 219.732 72.275

13 272.746 223.551

14 173.096 96.928

15 148.449 94.145

16 308.853 266.375

17 273.237 239.952

18 345.724 303.298

19 206.806 160.784

20 148.143 79.223

21 328.257 206.540

22 365.900 219.453

23 331.090 165.290

24 324.869 214.100

25 256.310 167.678

26 118.959 47.730

27 193.547 104.133

28 157.959 83.299

29 283.295 259.591

30 179.667 122.698

Average 239.026 153.612
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work
Reducing the inverse warper’s running time by 88% is significant. Inverse warping’s aver-

age running time of approximately two seconds is now comparable to that of forward

warping. But, with a  worst-case running time, it is unlikely that inverse warping’s

performance will ever match that of forward warping.

Where inverse warping is most likely to thrive is in warping with multiple reference

images. Future work would probably be best spent in developing an inverse warper that

warps to each desired-image pixel from a different reference image. There are several

parts of this warper that need to be explored.

For each pixel in the desired image, the warper must choose a reference image from

which to warp. Ideally, it would choose a reference image that would produce the correct

sample for the desired pixel. A heuristic that ranked the reference images well in their

likelihood to fill the desired pixel correctly would be incredibly useful to an inverse warper

that uses multiple reference images.

In addition, when warper fills the desired pixel from a reference image, there is no

guarantee that the sample it chose was a correct one. Ideally, the warper would be able to

judge whether it was correct, and if it was, reject the sample and warp another reference

image. A confidence metric that could estimate the likelihood that the sample was a valid

one would also be quite useful.

Θ n
3( )
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